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Session objectives

• Identify role of a consultation survey in the CTL’s comprehensive evaluation plan 

• Describe an approach to gathering feedback from faculty on their consultation 
experience

• Articulate actionable, formative feedback provided by the survey

• Brainstorm survey items for your specific needs
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About Indiana University - Purdue University Indianapolis 
(IUPUI)
• Indiana’s premier urban public research university

• 27,000 students (19,000 undergraduates, 8,000 graduate)
• 85% Indiana residents, 15% non-Indiana residents
• 29% minority students; 7% international students

• 2,800 full-time faculty members

• 2,100 part-time faculty members

• 17 degree granting schools, 2 colleges
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About the Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL)
• Collaboration between Academic Affairs and University Information and 

Technology Services
• 11 full-time staff, 2 faculty fellows, 3-6 student workers (varies)
• Comprehensive range of professional development services and 

programming addressing:
• Instructional technology, Course 
design, Documenting your teaching,
Scholarly teaching, SoTL
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Poll: Getting to know you

https://forms.gle/kkmiC1xRZTBZikCJ7
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CTL comprehensive evaluation plan
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From a mission to measurable goals

Mission:

The Center for Teaching and Learning advances excellence in teaching 
practices and professional growth among all members of the campus 
teaching community to enhance student learning and success.

• How do we know we are fulfilling our mission?

• What evidence do we have to make changes to what we do?

• What do we actually do?
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The CTL seeks to: 

1. Promote evidence-based practices in teaching and learning.

2. Encourage professional growth in teaching for faculty of all appointment 
types, graduate students, and postdoctoral fellows.

3. Advance innovation and experimentation in teaching and learning.

4. Empower engagement in scholarly teaching and the scholarship of 
teaching and learning.

5. Foster inclusion and equity in teaching and learning.
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These goals are enacted through the following 
activities:
• Workshops/webinars & Events

• Programs

• Resources

• Services

• Classroom observations
• Course reviews
• Mid-semester focus groups
• Consultations 
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Mapping the CTL goals to our services
CTL Goals Services
Promote evidence-based practices in 
teaching and learning.

• Classroom Observations • Online Course 
Reviews • Student Focus Groups • 
Consultations

Encourage professional growth in teaching 
for faculty of all appointment types, graduate 
students, and postdoctoral fellows.

• My CTL • Classroom Observations • Online 
Course Reviews • Student Focus Groups • 
Consultations

Advance innovation and experimentation in 
teaching and learning.

• Consultations

Empower engagement in scholarly teaching 
and the scholarship of teaching and learning.

• Consultations

Foster inclusion and equity in teaching and 
learning.

• Consultations
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What we already knew about CTL consultations

1. Who: email, school, rank

2. Why: consultation tags, e.g., LMS assistance, documenting teaching, course 
development

3. When: date of consult

4. How many: history of consult records



Developing a consultation 
survey
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Previous faculty consultation surveys
Jacobson et al. (2009)
Quarterly survey
• Qualitative and quantitative questions

• Gauged perceived valuableness of 
consultations

One-time survey
• 11 questions, both quantitative & qualitative

• Assessed perceived effectiveness and 
valuableness of consultations

• Sent to consultation clients from a specific 5-
year timeframe

Brinkley-Etzkorn & Schumann (2015);
Brinkley-Etzkorn et al. (2016)
One-time survey
• 50 questions, both quantitative & qualitative

• Demographics, satisfaction, 
effectiveness, logistical questions about 
consultations

• Administered to those who had consultations 
in the previous 5-years
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Enter the CTL consultation survey

• Administered once per semester to limit survey fatigue

• Four administrations as of October 2020
• Spring 2019
• Summer & Fall 2019
• Spring 2020
• Summer 2020

• Majority of items consistent to allow for comparison

• Changes made each semester to address current climate
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Tracking satisfaction and impact

• Please rate your level of agreement with the following statement: The 
CTL provided me with the support I needed to successfully transition 
my course to a remote teaching format due to the COVID-19 
pandemic.

• To what extent do you believe your consultation(s) at the CTL 
supported your professional development as an instructor.
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Quantitative items for comparison

• Please indicate approximately how many consultations you've had with the 
CTL between [dates].

• Please select the reason(s) for your consultation(s) with the CTL. (Check 
all that apply.)

• Please rate your general level of satisfaction with the support you received 
during your consultation(s) with the CTL between [dates].
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Qualitative items for deeper insight

• What aspects of the consultation(s) did you find most valuable?

• What aspects of the consultation(s) could have been changed to improve 
your experience?
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Modifications
1. Post-CTL renovation, items were added for consultation location and 

impact of location

2. Support during pivot to fully-online teaching in Spring 2020

3. Support in preparation for diverse course delivery types in Summer and 
Fall 2020



What the data is showing us
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Why do instructors seek consultations?

Spring 2019
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Consultation reasons Spring 2020
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Our clients seek multiple consultations
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Our clients are generally satisfied

• Rate your overall satisfaction (scale of 1-5, 5 extremely satisfied)

Semester Min Max Mean SD n Response 
rate

Spring 
2019

1 5 4.50 1.08 54 29.5%

Spring 
2020

2 5 4.92 0.42 84 48.6%
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Modifications regarding CTL renovation

Fall 2019 added questions regarding space

• To what extent did the [location], where you had your consultation 
contribute or detract from you achieving your consultation goals?

• New computer workstations useful for modifying course materials and learning 
technology tools

• Private offices desired for more sensitive consultations

• Common spaces can be loud



Location of consultation Fall 2019 v. Spring 2020
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Consultations provided necessary support to pivot online 
during Spring 2020
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Shifting to remote consultations in Spring 2020
Location of consultation item provided data that virtual, Zoom consultations were 
effective or not significantly different than in-person

• “The screen sharing was most beneficial. It was a hands-on lesson.”

• “almost the same as in person”

Online interactions do have limitations

• “everything is more opaque online, body language…”

• “The network stability is a concern”
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Modifications regarding COVID-19 response

Summer 2020 survey included additional items:

The CTL provided me with the support I needed to prepare for teaching 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

• level of agreement on 5-point scale

Additional reason for consult: Teaching in an instructional mode that you have 
not taught in previously
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We’re doing a few things really well

• Providing personalized support

• Sorting through needs and prioritizing essential 
materials

• Quick response time

• Demonstrating expertise

• Willingness to learn new tools or subject areas
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We have some areas for improvement

• Slow response time

• Follow-up consultations or check-ins



How we’re using the evidence
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Current changes to CTL consultations

• We’re more closely tracking response to requests

• Being aware, improving response time

• Providing more follow-up contacts

• More resources, guidance for working independently

• Some feedback is situationally specific, but still actionable

• Offering virtual only consultations (during current situation) 
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Survey responses indicate the CTL is fulfilling a need

• Satisfaction and reasons for consultations now captured and reported

• Confirmed consultations are an effective use of CTL resources
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How does your approach to collecting information on 
your consultations or other services compare to 
ours?
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Brainstorm: Collecting data on your unit/center

https://tinyurl.com/yyns9e9k
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317-274-1300 | UL 1125
ctl.iupui.edu

Questions and 
Discussion

Terri Tarr
tatarr@iupui.edu

Andi Strackeljahn
amstrack@iu.edu

Devin Jewell



Thank you for joining us!
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